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EDITORIAL

Dear customers, friends and 
employees of eyevis GmbH,

the innovative energy and outstanding de-
velopments of Swabian inventors and en-
gineers has always been a driving force of 
our native region. A driving force that makes 
us as well progress further. Thus, in this issue 
starting from page 20 we once more present 
latest product innovations that will make an 
impression within the international markets.   
International guests and partner could ex-
perience the European premiere of our new 
high-quality LED modules and further pro-
duct innovations in our showroom in Reut-
lingen at the beginning of July. On page 30 
we report about this event in detail. Further 
possibilities to see our product innovations 
up close will be at the IBC in Amsterdam and 
at the Security in Essen in September. You 
can find the preview to these two important 
industry events from pages 25 to 27. 

Innovative energy also is a key component 
of our corporate culture. In order to expand 
it further already in February this year we 
have bought the company Teracue. Now, 
with the majority takeover of STiNO Media 
AG, follows another step to strengthen our 
expertise in the Digital Signage sector. You 
can read more about it on page 28. 

The innovative energy and our outstanding 
products can also be found in each and 
every one of our projects. Thus the 20th 
Commonwealth Games in July and August 
of this year lured athletes and visitors from 
all over the world to Glasgow. Technology by 
eyevis made sure that in the Glasgow Ope-
rations Center a close watch was kept over 
everything at all times. Moreover, eyevis 
projectors play an important role with the 
pilot training of the Lufthansa Flight Trai-
ning GmbH. You can read more about this 
and other exciting projects from page 12 
onwards. 

I hope you enjoy reading our latest edition 
of eyevision.

Your Heiko Schaich
CTO
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Constantly updated information about our 

projects and products, with many photos are 

available at:

twitter.com/eyevis

www.facebook.com/eyevis

www.linkedin.com/companies/eyevis

BLACK FOREST  
CAKE

Black Forest Cake is a cream cake, which has 
spread all over Germany since the 1930s.  
and has become the most popular of all  
cakes during that time. Today it is acknow-
ledged to be the classical German cake 
and it is known all over the world. If you 
ask some one for a classic German cake, the  
answer will certainly be “Black Forest Cake”.
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In order to further expand the flexibility 
during installation and the service-friend-
liness of the cubes, eyevis for the new  
EC-1004 series relies on newly developed 
projection units in a single module design. 
The integration of all components in one 
housing not only allows for a simplified 
product design, but the projector unit can 
now be removed from and inserted into  
the cube during installation and service in 
its entirety. Thereby the quality attributes 
of the high-end eyevis DLP cubes were re-
tained. 

NEW REAR-PROJECTION CUBES  
WITH OPTIMIZED PRODUCT DESIGN

GLASGOW OPERATIONS CENTRE
– KEEPING A CLOSE EYE

2014 will be one of the biggest years in 
Glasgow’s history. With the Glasgow 2014 
Commonwealth Games an international 
major sport event is coming to the city. 
Sportsmen and visitors from all members of 
the Commonwealth of Nations are expected 
to visit the event. Alongside the Games, the 
city - which is also the fourth biggest in the 
UK - will host three 60,000-capacity open-air 
concerts during Radio 1’s Big Weekend and 
is also home to the 20th MTV Europe Music 
Awards (EMA) in November. 

BIG DATA VISUALIZATION  
ON HORNET VIDEO WALL

Processing, evaluation and analysis of “big 
data”, meaning very large amounts of data, 
causes problems for companies and re-
search facilities. The manual evaluation of 
the massive amounts of data, which often 
times only consist of numbers and formu-
las, quickly reaches its limits. A possibility to 
optimize manual evaluation is to visualize 
the data. For a useful visualization there is in 
many cases no medium that is able to dis-
play all data in a common context and allow 
for the analysis of small details at the same 
time. 
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A creamy layer cake which has been a favourite throughout  
Germany since the thirties. But not only there – the Black Forest 
Cake with its chocolate-creamy base and juicy cherries is now 
well known beyond the state borders, indeed, across the whole 
world. Ask anyone to name a classic German cake and the answer 
will almost certainly be the Black Forest Cake. 

This elaborate cake is traditionally made with sponge-cake 
rounds, filled with cherries, whipped cream and grated choco-
late. Its distinctive flavour is enhanced by cherry brandy, which is 
dribbled onto the cake layers, added to the cherry filling and 
even sometimes to the cream. 

 W O R L D  FA M O U S  W I T H  A  TA S T E  
O F  C H E R R Y  B R A N DY

  Black Forest 
Cherry Cake
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 THE LEGENDS ABOUT THE NAME
 
There are many conjectures about the name 
of this delicacy: It would seem obvious that 
it originated from the Black Forest and was 
therefore named after these woodlands. Or 
it got its name because the cherry brandy 
which is so important in giving the cake 
its distinctive taste is mainly distilled in the 
Black Forest. Another theory that the con-
fection had a forerunner called Black Forest 
Cake whose origin lay in Switzerland.

It could also be that its appearance led to its 
name: anyone who has wandered through 
the Black Forest will perhaps have noticed 
that the dark brown covering of chocolate 
shavings is reminiscent of the dark fir trees 
of the forest there.

Another interesting story is that the name  
refers to the traditional costume of the region, 
where for feast day parades unmarried fe-
males wear a black dress – as dark as bitter 
chocolate, a blouse as white as cream and a 
large hat with an array of bright red woollen 
pompoms – like cherries on a cake. 

 THE INVENTOR  
OF THE CAKE AND ITS  
TRIUMPHANT PROGRESS

There were many predecessors of the cake: 
In the southern Black Forest region people 
possibly prepared a desert in the 19th 
century already which consisted of pre-
served cherries served with cream – and  
sometimes with a dash of cherry schnapps. 
In Switzerland there was probably the Black 
Forest cake, made with sponge cake, cher-
ries, nuts and often with cream too. But 
one essential ingredient was missing – the 
cherry brandy. 

One forerunner could also be the cake of the 
confectioner Josef Keller: He claimed that he 
invented the cake in 1915 in the Café Agner 
in Bad Godesberg in North Rhine-West-
phalia. But it only consisted of a single layer 
and used pastry, not a sponge base. 

It is rather more plausible that it was the 
master confectioner Erwin Hildebrand who 
invented the now so famous Black Forest 
Cherry Cake – in the spring of 1937 in the 

Café Walz, in Tübingen. This town lies just 
11 km west of eyevis headquarters in Reut-
lingen, not in the Black Forest. But both 
towns had belonged to the Black Forest ad-
ministrative region (Schwarzwaldkreis) for 
more than a century.

In the late 1930s this confection with juicy 
cherries made its way to places as far away 
as Berlin and could also be bought in pastry 
shops in other German towns as well as in 
large towns and cities in Austria and Switzer-
land. This was due in part to the electric re-
frigerators which were becoming ever more 
popular and in which cream cakes could 
now be kept. Thus this delicacy began its 
triumphant march around the globe and is 
produced today in a huge number of vari-
ations.

Every two years in Todtnauberg in the Black 
Forest there is even a cherry cake festival, 
where professional and hobby confectio-
ners compete with one another and present 
their creations to a large audience. Prizes 
are awarded to the most attractive and the 
best-tasting cherry cakes.

History
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Ingredients

For the sponge:

250 g sugar

300 g flour

2 tablespoons 

  cocoa powder

7 eggs

For the filling:

50 g sugar

1.2 ltr whipping cream

3 sachets of whipping cream stabilizer 

  (alternatively 3 leaves of gelatine)

400 g sour cherries (from the jar)

¼ ltr cherry juice

4 level tablespoons corn flour

50–100 ml cherry brandy (German: Kirsch)

For the sponge whisk sugar and eggs for about 15 minutes until  

frothy. Then carefully add the flour and cocoa powder. Pour the mix-

ture into the prepared cake tin, smooth the surface and bake in the 

pre-heated oven for about 30 minutes until firm and springy. Test by 

inserting a thin skewer into the middle of the cake - if it comes out 

clean then it is ready. Leave until completely cool – best overnight.

 
Slice the cake horizontally into three equal rounds. Whip cold cream 

(with cream stabilizer or gelatine) and sugar until stiff.

Boil up the ¼ litre of cherry juice, add some cherry brandy and dis-

solved corn flour. Remove from the heat, add sour cherries and allow 

to cool.

Stir in 20 ml of cherry brandy and spread one of the cake discs with 

half of the cream then cover with half of the pitted cherries, pressing 

them in lightly. Top with the second disc and repeat this process,  

finishing with the third disc left plain on top. Gently press the whole 

cake together.

 
Spread the remaining cream on top and sides of the cake - or leave the 

sides without icing to show the layers. Decorate with a piped cream  

edge, shavings of dark chocolate and cherries as desired. Leave the 

cake to set in a cool place.

Tip:
Add some cherry brandy to the cream and leave the sour cherries in 

cherry brandy over night.

Enjoy your cake!

   Black Forest 

     Cherry Cake
  chocolaty  & creamy



NEWS FROM THE MARKETS – IN A NUTSHELL
CONTROL ROOMS & OPER ATING CENTERS

VIR TUAL REALIT Y & SIMUL ATION

DLR BRAUNSCHWEIG: NEW VR-LAB WITH TWELVE EYEVIS-PROJECTORS

EYEVIS UK EXPERIENCE INNOVATION WITH A DIFFERENCE

In order to be able to test new driving as-
sistance systems and new functions in 
terms of driver acceptance and usability 
already in an early stage of development, 
the Institute of Traffic System Technology 
at Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und 
Raumfahrt in Braunschweig put a new 
virtual reality lab for vehicle simulations, 
installed by project syntropy, into opera-
tion. 

Twelve eyevis projectors of  type ESP-
LWXT-1000 inside the VR-lab create a 360° 
projection with 5.5 m diameter with the 
help of an auto-calibration by domeprojec-

tion.com. It provides space for whole test 
vehicles and cockpits which can be flexibly 
replaced through a platform with ramp.

The twelve eyevis-projectors with their 
LED-illumination and high WUXGA-resoluti-
on with 1.920 × 1.200 Px allow for detailed 
and realistic simulations for the 360° all-
round visibility. For a seamless, high-reso-
lution image without disturbing shadows, 
the projectors are installed right above 
the test vehicle at the ceiling of the VR-lab.  
Since space is limited inside the VR-lab and 
the projection area features a comparably 
high curvature, it was a challenge to achieve 

a homogenous projection without gaps or 
distortions. Thanks to the used wide-angle- 
lenses by eyevis and the auto-calibration by 
domeprojection.com it was possible to crea-
te a homogenous image.

eyevis UK recently collaborated with 
Cortech Developments and a range of 
other manufacturers at the Cor tech 
Open Innovation Event in Knutsford, 
UK.  

Themed around ‘workplace safety, security 
and building efficiency’ the event provided 
consultants and end users with the oppor-
tunity to experience innovative building, 
fire and security technology in action. 

Central to the day was a live software de-
monstration which involved a series of 
role played event scenarios highlighting 

the benefits and added value of interope-
rability between building, fire and security 
systems. 

Following the demonstration, eyevis UK 
and the other manufacturers met ‘one to 
one’ with consultants and end users to dis-
cuss specific interest and requirements. 

This has already culminated in a potential 
project for eyevis UK and they hope to fol-
low two other manufacturers in securing 
an order as a direct result of the event.  
Steve Murphy from eyevis UK was deligh-
ted with the event “It was a great success 

for eyevis UK. The event was engaging, 
interactive and educational and the feed-
back from the delegates was fantastic”.
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NEWS FROM THE MARKETS – IN A NUTSHELL
PRESENTATION & INFORMATION

BROADC AST

MDS PATEC USES EYEVIS-DISPLAYS

TOUCH DISPLAY BY EYEVIS COMPLEMENTS THE STUDIO OF THE ARD MORNING SHOW

MDS PAtec Veranstaltungstechnik (event 
technology) GmbH uses eyevis displays 
for the technological equipment of trade 
fairs and events. Thus, this was also the 
case at Internationale Tourismusbörse 
(ITB) that took place from 3rd to 9th 
March 2014 in Berlin. 

A 3x3 video wall of seamless 55”-LCDs of 
type EYE-LED-5500-M-USN-LD decorated 
the trade fair booth of an internationally 
leading car rental company. Embedded in 
the rear wall of the booth, the eyevis LCDs 
with their Full HD resolution, high bright-
ness of 700cd/m² and small bezel of only 

5.7 mm provided best image characteristics. 
Through the visualization of a promotional 
video of the car rental company, they served 
as an eye-catcher and attracted numerous 
visitors.

MDS PAtec Veranstaltungstechnik GmbH 
emerged in 2002 from the fusion of two 
companies and today covers all sectors of 
event technology. This includes light and 
sound technology planning and concepts, 
equipment rental, technical equipment of 
event locations and gastronomical busi-
nesses including operating personnel and 
regional exclusive sales of event technology. 

MDS PAtec places particular importance on 
a quick and complete fulfillment of custo-
mer wishes and thereby integrates latest 
developments while offering reasonably 
priced service.

The 46‘‘ LCD by eyevis provides an additi-
onal touch option for the news presenta-
tion in the studio of the ARD morning 
show (MoMa). Since 2010 the MoMa has 
been broadcasting from WDR studio A in 
Cologne. There, where once Rudi Carrell 
produced his shows, the MoMa shares a 
large studio with a bright, modern and 
attractive look with the ARD sports show. 
Since the end of April of this year a 46‘‘ 
dipslay made by eyevis has been comple-
menting the outfit of the studio. 

The display delivered by the systems integ-
rator Wellen+Nöthen was equipped with a 

touch system to provide another touch op-
tion for the news magazine additionally to 
the central 103‘‘ display at the back of the 
studio. During the programme the multime-
dia tool is presented on the eyevis display by 
the presenter who is standing right beside it. 
Besides, the eyevis display is also used as a 
decoration monitor or stylistic element that 
can be recorded differently.

The 46‘‘ eyevis display type EYE-LED-4600-
M-USN-LD-BC convinces within the studio 
equipment with a full HD solution as well as 
a high brightness of 700 cd/m². The broad-
cast (BC) display is adapted to the 3200 kel-

vin colour temperature that is used in the 
broadcasting sector by a special procedure. 
Thus the depicted colours seem naturally 
even when they are filmed by a television 
camera. Unlike standard LCDs by compe-
titors the eyevis LCDs keep their full colour 
space without having the colour space  
limited.
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K E E P I N G  A  
C L O S E  E Y E 

GLASGOW

G L A SG OW O PE R ATI O N S CE NTR E

INSTALLED PRODUC TS

85 55-inch industrial LCD displays show live streams from 440 CCTV cameras  
around Glasgow city centre.

85× 55-inch ultra-super narrow bezel LCD displays

11× netPIX 4800 video wall controllers with IP decoder units
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2014 will be one of the most exciting 
years in Glasgow’s history. In July and 
August Glasgow, which is also the 
fourth biggest city in the UK, hosted 
the 2014 Commonwealth Games, a 
major international sport event with 
sportsmen and visitors from all mem-
bers of the Commonwealth of Nations. 
Alongside the Games, the city also 
hosted three 60,000-capacity open-air 
concerts during Radio 1’s Big Wee-
kend and will also be home to the 
20th MTV Europe Music Awards (EMA) 
in November.

To manage these major events and the daily 
city traffic safely and smoothly Glasgow has 
built the Glasgow Operations Center (GOC), 
one of the biggest control centres for traf-
fic and security surveillance in the UK. On 
85 55in displays from eyevis over 2.000 IP 
camera signals from Community Safety 
Glasgow and Traffic Control & Management 
Glasgow can be monitored and controlled. 
There state-of-the-art technique is in use to 
make life in the city smarter and safer.

HIGHER EFFICIENCY  
THROUGH JOINING  
OF FORCES

The facility brings together teams from 
Community Safety Glasgow’s (CSG) CCTV 
operation and Traffcom – the Glasgow City 
Council team which monitors the city’s road 
network including traffic lights and traffic 
cameras. The different strands of PSCCTV, 
the emergency services, traffic manage-
ment and environmental control are pulled 
together under one roof. With the facilities 
now pooled, CSG and Traffcom have joint 
access to the city‘s entire network of CCTV 
& traffic cameras. The council has found that 
the majority of Traffcom cameras (86%) are 
trained on areas previously not covered by 
CSG. Similarly, 32% of CSG‘s cameras now 
benefit Traffcom operations. 

The GOC shall be an ongoing project that 
will be extended steadily. In April 2014 after 
six weeks of operation only phase 1 was im-
plemented. Phase 2 will mark the installation 
of significant upgrades to new digital came-
ras, new interactive mapping systems, traffic 
system upgrades and video analytics. Staff at 
CSG believe the true benefits of the centre, 
in terms of reducing crime and anti-social 
behaviour, will be seen in the next phases of 
the project once the new technology upgra-
des have been integrated. 

FLEXIBLE INSTALLATION

The GOC is home to 85 eyevis 55in displays 
(in a range of different video wall confi-
gurations) and 11 video wall controllers, 
which show live streams from 440 CCTV 
cameras currently deployed around the city 
centre. eyevis UK was one of the video wall 
manufacturers involved with the project 
consultants, IBI, at the outset of the project 
over two years ago. The initial discussions 
between the manufacturer and the consul-
tants centred on how they could build a 
control room that could handle thousands 
of IP streams. Alex Adleigh, sales director 
from integrator SSUK takes up the story. 
“When the client came to us originally, and 
we started the design and planning work, 
the original building plans only had space 
for 1× 19in rack unit. However, a suit able 

Glasgow is the fourth largest city  
in the United Kingdom

environmentally controlled equipment 
room was created to house the required 
multiple 19in racks.”

Additionally the architecture of the new 
control centre had to be considered. The 
GOC is housed in a modern office buil-
ding, built two years previously. This had 
ramifications for the video wall installation 
because the floor of the building on which 
the GOC is situated has glass walls, which 
meant the screens couldn’t be screwed to 
the wall. Every video wall in the installation 
sits on specially modified peerless carts. The 
difficulty was that when the operator is sea-
ted (as they are 24/7), the entire video wall 
wasn’t high enough to be completely visible.  
SSUK had to detach the top section of the 
bracket from the back of the cart and get it 
duplicated in a fabrication store, which was 
then welded back onto the cart to make it 
two feet taller. 

The real muscle of the operation is handled 
next door to the GOC in the server room, 
where 11x eyevis Netpix 4800 series video 
wall controllers, incorporating 65 daisy 
chained IPD32 decoders sit in racks, hard at 
work. Each one is capable of managing 32 
D1 (720 × 576 resolution) IP streams, which 
gives the GOC the ability to handle up to al-
most 2,100 different feeds at once. This tech-
nology allows Glasgow to approach major 
events with confidence. 
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INSTALLED PRODUC TS

FOR THE FIRST TIME USES LED-DLP PROJECTORS  
IN A 727-400 SIMULATOR

LUFTHANSA FLIGHT TRAINING

3× LED-lit DLP® Projectors (Type ESP-1000-LHD-1000)
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Lufthansa Flight Training GmbH (LFT) 
belongs to the leading providers of 
training of pilots and flight attendants 
in Europe. At the LFT headquarters 
alone, 20 flight simulators of different 
airplane types are in operation. 

Within the scope of a long-term test LFT 
now equipped the visual system of one of 
the Boeing 747-400 simulators with new 
DLP projectors of type ESP-LHD-1000 of the 
German manufacturer eyevis. LFT thereby 
for the first time uses DLP projectors with 
LED-illumination for a level-D flight simula-
tor in pilot training for wide-bodied passen-
ger aircrafts and replaces a LCoS projector 
which were in use in this simulator so far. 
The eyevis DLP projectors not only fulfill all 
requirements of the German FAA, they even 
exceed them.

“We were looking for a system that fulfills 
all demands and at the same time requires 
lowest maintenance effort”, Holger Ziegler, 
project manager of LFT, explains the decision.  
The simulator is in use 24 hours a day. The-
refore, a projection system that features long 
durability, as well as high brightness and co-
lor stability, was necessary.

While the previously used LCoS-projector 
had to be exchanged after only 12.000 to 
18.000 hours of operation, the eyevis LED 
projectors provide LED-durability of 60.000 
hours. This ensures higher operational secu-
rity of the simulator and lower maintenan-
ce effort. “We had to readjust the colors of 
the LCoS-projectors on a regular basis, since 
they were changing quickly due to aging  
effects of the lamps. The LEDs, however, 
have a high long-term stability and did not 
have to be readjusted so far”, Ziegler empha-
sizes. The new projection system now offers 
consistent image quality over a long period 
of time and thus reduces downtimes of the 
simulator.

Inside the simulator, three projectors illumi-
nate the rear projection area and in this way 
create an outer view of 150°x40°. Through 
the internal automatic color control and a 

NEW VISUAL SYSTEM FOR LEVEL-D SIMULATOR FOR PILOT TRAINING

special hardware-blending, no differences 
or transitions between the three channels 
are visible. With 10 fL (foot Lambert) bright-
ness for daytime simulations and 0.003 fL for 
nighttime simulations, the projection sys-
tem not only meets the requirements of the  
German FAA, but exceeds them due to hig-
her brightness during daytime simulations 
and a lower black value for night vision. This 
guarantees a more realistic image impression  
and in this way increases the quality of the 
simulation.

For LFT the whole package of price, in-
tegration, lower maintenance costs and 

high durability was decisive for the choice 
of a permanent test system with eyevis 
LED-DLP-projectors. “Moreover, the direct 
and uncomplicated contact provides many 
advantages for the support of the manufac-
turer”, Ziegler explains. 

ABOUT LUFTHANSA 
FLIGHT TRAINING GMBH

Lufthansa Flight Training GmbH (LFT ) is 
a wholly owned subsidiary of Deutsche 
Lufthansa AG. Since its founding, it has 
been the repository of all of the Lufthansa 
Group’s accumulated know-how and capa-
bilities in the area of initial and advanced 
training of flight personnel. In addition to 
Lufthansa itself, more than 200 other air-
lines now take advantage of the expertise 
of LFT in areas such as simulator training, 
emergency and service training and e- 
learning. It operates a fleet of 34 full-flight 
simulators in Frankfurt/Main, Berlin, Essen, 
Munich and Vienna. 

Further information can be found at 
www.lufthansa-flight-training.com.

“The LEDs, however, have a 

high long-term stability and 

did not have to be read-

justed so far”

Holger Ziegler, Project Manager LFT

eyevis LED projectors are well-known for their  
long-term stable performance. No readjustments  
were necessary since their installation.
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INSTALLED PRODUC TS

HORNET  
VIDEO WALL  
WITH 72 MPIX  
ALLOWS BIG DATA  
VISUALIZATION 

THE INSTITUTE OF VISUAL COMPUTING AT BONN-RHEIN-SIEG COLLEGE INSTALLS 20 M² VIDEO 

WALL FOR BIG DATA ANALYSIS WITH THE SUPPORT OF IMSYS IMMERSIVE SYSTEMS AS WELL AS 

EYEVIS AND PROGRAPHICS|ROLF HUWER CONSULTING

An Xbox Kinect camera enables gesture control.

35× 46-inch ultra-super narrow bezel LCD displays type EYE-LCD-4600-M-USN-LD
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Processing, evaluation and analysis of “big data”, mea-
ning very large amounts of data, causes problems for 
companies and research facilities. The manual evaluation 
of the massive amounts of data, which often times only 
consist of numbers and formulas, 
quickly reaches its limits. A possi-
bility to optimize manual evaluati-
on is to visualize the data. For a 
useful visualization there is in 
many cases no medium that is 
able to display all data in a com-
mon context and allow for the 
analysis of small details at the 
same time. 

For the visualization on smaller screens, 
the data mostly has to be highly com-
pressed which makes detailed examina-
tions impossible. To solve this problem, 
the Institute of Visual Computing at 
Bonn-Rhein-Sieg College in St. Augus-
tin on 8 May 2014 with the HORNET put 
one of Germany’s largest interactive and 
high-resolution display walls into ope-
ration. It consists of 35 seamless eyevis 
video wall LCDs of type EYE-LCD-4600-
M-USN-LD with a complete resolution of 
72 Megapixels, as well as an associated 
workstation-cluster.

The 35 eyevis displays with 46” screen diagonal, Full HD resolution 
(1.920 × 1.080 pixels) and high brightness of 700 cd/m² guarantee 
high-resolution visualization even for small viewing distances and 
thus a high level of detail for the visualizations. In molecular rese-
arch for instance, the interaction of molecules at the lowest atomic 
level can be observed and evaluated during the development of 
new medications. When spectators take a few steps back from the 
wall, they are given a complete overview of the molecules on the 
20 m² video wall without having to change the visualization. In this 
way coherences can be observed on a larger scale.

In order to allow for a useful visualization of big data, a fast conver-
sion of the data into 3D graphics and their calculation in real time 
is also necessary. For that matter the institute relies on software 
based, interactive real time rendering of three-dimensional scenes 
and realistic rendering in high resolution for the visualization. To 
provide the required computing power for the visualization on the 
displays, the college together with Rolf Huwer Consulting configu-
red three workstations with three graphic cards each and four Full 
HD connections per graphic card, which altogether output 35 Full 
HD signals. The synchronization of the 35 signals is software-based 
as well.

“For the visualization of complex results, however, the computing 
power is insufficient. To make full-scale visualizations of products 
like cars or industrial machines in high quality possible, the three 
computers are connected to a cluster of 12 more computers.  
These are equipped with three high-performance graphic cards 
each. They calculate the demanding graphics and send them to 
the three computers at the display wall. To achieve the necessary 

data transmission speed, we additionally set up a network with 
up to 60GBit/s transfer performance”, Prof. Dr. André Hinkenjann, 
director of the Institute of Visual Computing, explains. Traditio-
nally the image buildup of such high-resolution and high-quality 

graphics is conducted within minutes. 
With the HORNET installation this can be 
achieved in seconds. 

For a closer observation of the visuali-
zed data, the video wall moreover fea-
tures different interactive control pos-
sibilities. An XBox-Kinect-camera allows 
for control of the wall through gestures. 
Seven tracking-cameras, which are addi-
tionally installed above the video wall, 
record users standing in front of the 
wall through a tracking system of ART 
– Advanced Realtime Tracking GmbH. 
The system registers the position and 
movements of the users in front of the 
wall. Thus, the visualization on the wall 
can for instance be controlled through 
hand gestures. For 3D visualizations on 
the monoscopic video wall,  the sys-
tem also adjusts the perspective of  
spatial contents to the position of the 
user. Displayed objects that are more 
distant move slower than closer objects 

due to the change of perspective. Through this effect, called  
movement parallax, the 3D impression is created for the user. 

3 workstations, each with 3 high-perfor-
mance graphic cards, provide 35 Full HD 
signals for the playout on the video wall.

A PC-cluster comprising 12 workstations 
with high-performance graphic cards 
and a network which handles up to 60 
GBit/s enable the display of high-resolu-
tion graphics within seconds.

35× 46-inch ultra-super narrow bezel LCD displays type EYE-LCD-4600-M-USN-LD
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Since April 2013 the fire station in Bonn with the new integra-
ted control room with adjacent command center has a new 
center for emergency call reception and coordination of ope-
rations within the city area. The new construction arranged by 
WTG Leitstellentechnik GmbH due to most modern technology 
and extended capacities offers enhanced possibilities. 

In this way emergency calls can be received and operations can be 
coordinated at up to eight workstations in the new control center 
operation room. In addition, 16 exceptional reception stations for 
large-scale emergencies can be accessed. Current day and operati-
onal information as well as overview maps are displayed on a video 
wall installation consisting of a 2 × 3 arrangement of rear projection 
cubes of type EC-67-LHD-CP by eyevis flanked by four eyevis LCDs 
of type EYE-LCD-4200-24NB on each side. For signal transmission a 
high-performance IP network was installed, which together with a 
netPIX graphic controller by eyevis offers flexible access to the over 
200 surveillance cameras of the city tunnel in Bonn-Bad Godesberg. 
Moreover, the integration of a overview map of the city area is being 
planned. 

The eyevis displays and rear projection cubes allow for reliable 
around-the-clock visualization of all necessary data. The netPIX gra-

FIRE STATION IN BONN BENEFITS FROM MOST MODERN TECHNOLOGY AND EXTENDED CAPACITIES

  
EXTENDS POSSIBILITIES

INSTALLED PRODUC TS

phic controller together with the control software eyeCON moreover 
makes flexible scaling and distribution of all sources on the video wall 
and the displays possible. In this way all involved persons regardless 
of their location receive a situation map at times. Through eyeCON the 
operation control staff is able to control the three further eyevis dis-
plays and two projectors inside the command center and feed them 
with contents from the control center operation room. Due to the in-
tegrated capture, contents of workstation computers can be directly 
transmitted to video walls and displays. For large-scale facilities infor-
mation from the command center can additionally be integrated into 
the situation map. 

EXTENDED POSSIBILITIES  
FOR THE CONTROL CENTER

The modern technological equipment of the new control center ex-
tends the possibilities of operation control as well as the cooperation 
with connected facilities of the city and the adjoining Rhein-Sieg area. 
The staff of the control center is in charge of tunnel surveillance and 
traffic routing of the city tunnel in Bonn Bad Godesberg during the 
night hours and on weekends. Thanks to the new radio and emergen-
cy call reception technology and the new operation control system, 
a closer cooperation with the control center of the Rhein-Sieg area is 
possible. Each of the two control centers serves as a replacement for 
the other in case of failure and is able to plan operational resources 
for the other. 

6× 67-inch LED-lit DLP® Cubes Type EC-67-LHD-CP

1× netPIX 4800 Video Wall Controller

12× 42-inch Narrow Bezel LCD Displays Type EYE-LCD-4200-24NB

2× eStreamer eS100 (DVI-over-Network Streaming Device)

1× eyeCON V5 Basic Wall Management Software incl. Capture Module
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Improved per formance and lower 
maintenance costs are what the new 
Virtual Sensitive’s interactive touch 
roundtable Coconote® offers thanks 
to newly installed eyevis-DLP-projec-
tors. The round display table with 
multi-touch system with more than 
100 touch points is ideal for presenta-
tions, simulation, product demonstra-
tions or co-working in showrooms and 
meeting areas or at trade fair booths 
and info points. 

The new eyevis projectors which are inte-
grated into the table construction not only 
increase the resolution of the display area, 
but the LED illumination also lowers main-
tenance costs of the tables.

On a circular screen area with 76 cm dia-
meter the Coconote® provides access to 
interactive information. Depending on the 
application this can range from classic sig-
nage applications, over interactive map re-
presantations up to 3D animations of new 
products. Through the touch system with 
more than 100 touch points and the possibi-
lity to run several applications simultaneous-

ly, several users are able to access individual 
information at the same time.

The eyevis projectors, OEM versions of the 
ESP-LHD series with native full-HD resoluti-
on of 1.920 × 1.080 Px increase the richness 
of detail of the display area to up to 1.200 
Px in diameter. The LED-illuminated DLP 
projectors by eyevis moreover allow for 
24/7 operation of the touch tables without  

having to exchange LEDs within the lifespan 
of seven years. This lowers service costs of 
the tables and makes them ideal for info 
points that are available 24 hours a day.

VIRTUAL SENSITIVE AND EYEVIS 
ANNOUNCE 

 FOR NEW COCONOTE®
EYEVIS-DLP-PROJEC TORS IN NEW ROUND TOUCH-TABLES BY VIRTUAL SENSITIVE

INTERNATIONAL  
ROADSHOW WITH ALL 
EYEVIS NOVELTIES

See the Coconote® and other novel-
ties from eyevis like the high-quality 
LED modules, the die super slender 
Slim cube and the eyeCON MetaWall 
2.0 concept live. Visit the international 
eyevis roadshow in Spain, France and 
UK. 

DATES:
Spain: 
07 October 2014 Madrid
09 October 2014 Barcelona 

France: 
14 October 2014 Lyon
16 October 2014 Paris

UK:
04 November 2014 Manchester
06 November 2014 London

More information: 
www.eyevis.de/news/events/



· Control Rooms

· Digital Signage and Events

· TV Studios

IMPROVED DISPLAY PROPERTIES 

With higher brightness values, more brilliant colors and a  
wider viewing angle than conventional LCD display, the 
high-resolution, high-quality LED modules by eyevis are pre-
destines for demanding tasks in control and conference 
rooms at trade fairs and events, or in TV studios and digital 
signage applications. 

With a small pixel pitch of only 1.5 to 2.5 mm and the high-quality 
concept consisting of an integrated image processing system, pre-
cise and robust housing as well as complete EMV compatibility the 
high-resolution, LED modules by eyevis are perfectly suitable for per-
manent indoor installations and mobile video walls.

The modules allow for the assembly of completely bezel-free  
video walls. Through the small pixel pitch of only 1.5 to 2.5 mm the  
LED modules in addition become interesting for applications with 
small viewing distances. Moreover, the high-quality LED modules 
by eyevis with 1.500 cd/m² are more than twice as bright as con-
ventional professional LCD displays. In this way they provide a  
clear image event in bright ambient light conditions. Additionally,  
LEDs offer a wider viewing angle (horizontally as well as vertically) 
than LCDs. 

The high-quality LED modules by eyevis convince through sophistica-
ted, integrated image processing for lasting color fidelity and a precise 
mechanical concept that allows for a smooth assembly and accurate, 
gapless adjustment. Moreover, the modules are 100% EMV compa-
tible. In this way the modules are perfectly suitable for permanent 
installations – as a commercial display or large-scale information wall 
in showrooms, train stations, airports or sports arenas. Due to the un-
complicated adjustment of color temperature the LEDs are also ideal 
for video walls in TV studios. With the high flexibility of a modular sys-
tem the LED modules are perfect for mobile video walls for the events 
and presentation sector. A hanging as well as standing arrangement is 
possible, even concave shapes are no problem. 
 
Useful for events and trade fairs: eyevis equipped its eyeLED series 
with the same image processing system that is installed in the well-
tried omniSHAPES. Design, planning, assembly and source transmis-
sion of creative LED walls in this way are quickly, easily and flexibly 
possible. Through the modular design the devices are moreover very 
service-friendly. The modules are equipped with front and rear access, 
which allows for maintenance or exchange of all electronic compo-
nents without having to disassemble the module or even the entire 
wall. This facilitates service works and reduces downtimes.

HIGH-RESOLUTION, HIGH-QUALIT Y LED MODULES FOR PROFESSIONAL OPERATION
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With the release of the version V3 eye-
vis integrates its new high-quality LED 
modules into the video wall design 
and installation software eyeDesign. 
The software is an all-rounder in de-
sign, planning, installation and main-
tenance of creative video wall installa-
tions for showrooms and TV studios as 
well as the event, retail and digital sig-
nage sector. The high-quality LED  
modules supplement eyevis’ omni-
SHAPES and squareTILES in the soft-
ware and in this way enhance the pos-
sibilities for planning and assembly of 
creative video wall installations.

The eyeDesign software allows for the simple 
planning, configuration and maintenance of 
creative video wall installations. Already in the 
design phase the software serves as an ideal 
planning tool. Due to the CAD-like user inter-
face the video wall installation can be virtually 
designed with a few clicks. The software auto-
matically calculates the necessary number of 
displays and displays a first arrangement. Single  
displays can now freely be moved and repo-
sitioned or even be replaced by other display  
types. Thereby, the single video modules can 
be freely placed which opens up many crea-
tive possibilities. In addition, the exact dimen-
sions of the video wall and the single displays 

EYEVIS INTEGRATES  
LED-MODULES INTO SOFTWARE
eyeDESIGN

NEW RELEASE  

ENHANCES POSSIBILITIES OF VIDEO WALL DESIGN AND INSTALLATION SOFT WARE

can be displayed, for the exact placement of 
the content sources even to the pixel. 

Content sources can be placed on the video 
wall layout via drag-&-drop. The software 
automatically calculates which image parts 
have to be assigned to which display. For 
special video wall shapes and dimensions of 
a video wall the content can in this way be 
tested during the layout phase without ha-
ving to assemble a display. Users can there-
by move or rearrange single displays with a 
click of the mouse. In the user interface the 
content preview dynamically adjusts to the 
changes and in this way shows at any time 
how the content will be displayed on the  
later wall. Thus, contents and video wall can 
be perfectly matched.

For the installation integrators can open 
up the video wall layout in eyeDesign and 
through a click of the mouse receive the 
dimensions of the entire construction and 
the single displays. Moreover, the software 
automatically creates a list of single com-
ponents for the installation. Important for 
the adjustment of the devices during the 
installation is the option to display colors 
from the software directly on the devices 
without monochrome image data from a 
special source. 

eyeDesign V3: a versatile tool for design, 
planning, installation and service

· Design

· Planning

· Installation

· Service
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EYEVIS DEVELOPS SLIM-CUBES  
WITH 455 MM IN DEPTH AND 

SLIM-CUBES FOR EASY INSTALLATION AND ADVANCED FIELDS OF APPLICATION

PROJECTION UNIT  
IN SINGLE-MODULE  

DESIGN

Slimmer, faster to install and easier to service: These are the 
features of the new Slim-rear projection-cubes by eyevis for 
the professional usage in control rooms and TV studios. With a 
depth of less than 455 mm, the new Slim-Cubes can be used in 
areas that were, due to space requirements, not suitable for 
rear projection cubes before. 

The easy-handling concept with projection units in innovative single- 
module design with integrated and motorized geometry adjustment 
enables a quick and easy setup. Like all eyevis cubes the new slim  
model is equipped with a robust self-supporting casing and the proved 
“seamless” screen bracket with discrete screen clamp technology to 
install big video walls with smallest bezels between adjacent displays. 
Additionally, the front and rear access enables an easy installation  
and start-up as well as a quick exchange. 

The Slim-Cubes achieve a minimal space requirement by their re-
duced depth of less than 455 mm (with 50“screen diagonal and Full 
HD resolution). This is made possible by the special construction of 
the optical light path in the newly developed projection unit in single- 
module-design. As part of the easy-handling-concept all electric,  
optical and electronic components as well as the cooling system are 
integrated completely into the unit. Via the front or rear access the 
projection unit as a whole can be inserted into or removed from the 
cube casing in a few simple steps. All connections can also be per-

formed both from the front or the back. This allows a quick and easy 
operation and adjustment. Thanks to the front access the cubes can 
be placed very close to a wall allowing a further space saving. 

Additionally, the easy-handling-concept speeds the setup and re-
duces the downtime during maintenance. Due to the front access 
of the cubes it is possible to for example build a video wall without 
having a projection unit in the cube encasing during setup. This  
saves weight during the construction and reduces the risk of damage 
of the projection units. If the entire cube wall is installed, the projector  
units can be easily inserted into the casing and connected via the 
front access or from the backside and be adjusted with a software. 
Their maintenance works in a similar manner. Damaged or serviceable 
projector units are simply removed from the cubes and replaced by 
an exchange-unit. The cube is immediately ready for use and the re-
moved projector unit is serviced in the workshop. This reduces down-
time to an absolute minimum.

EYEVIS PRESENTS  
ITS NEW SLIM-CUBE RANGE  
AT IBC IN AMSTERDAM  
FROM 12-16 SEPTEMBER  
AT STAND 9B24.

455 mm – 555 mm
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In order to further expand the flexibility during installation and 
the service-friendliness of the cubes, eyevis for the new  
EC-1004 series relies on newly developed projection units in a 
single module design. The integration of all components in one 
housing not only allows for a simplified product design, but the 
projector unit can now be removed from and inserted into  
the cube during installation and service in its entirety. Thereby 
the quality attributes of the high-end eyevis DLP cubes were 
retained. This includes the robustness, the long-term stability, 
the seamless monitor mounting and the flexible modularity. 

Through the simplified product design the price of the new EC-1004 
cubes could be lowered. The cubes are available in XGA, SXGA+, full 
HD and WUXGA resolution with screen sizes of 50” to 70”. During the 
redevelopment of the DLP projector unit different components, like 
the input-box, the network interface or color control (ACT-internal), 
were directly integrated into the single module design. In this way 
the entire mechanical housing could be simplified and the control of 
the projection unit during running operation was improved. Through 
that, the projection unit can now be removed and reinserted during 
installation and service with a few simple steps. This accelerates the 
installation of video walls and lowers the MTTR (mean time to repair) 
of maintenance. Moreover, the projection units of the new EC-1004 
series are equipped with an integrated cooler concept, which optimi-
zes the air exchange and through that increases the durability of the 
LED rear lighting. 
 
The proven characteristics of the high-quality eyevis DLP cubes regar-
ding image quality, brightness, mechanical robustness and thin bezel 
were also retained in the new EC-1004 series. The new cubes come 
with stackable housing through which video walls can be installed  
without additional mountings. The modular design of the cubes 
there by allows for a fast and uncomplicated setup. Furthermore, the 
new EC-1004 series is equipped with the successful “seamless” moni-
tor mounting with Discrete Screen Clamp technology in order to be 
able to realize video walls with smallest screen distances.

WITH THE PROJEC TOR UNIT IN A SINGLE  

MODULE DESIGN THE NEW EYEVIS REAR  

PROJEC TION CUBES OF THE EC-1004 SERIES  

OFFER FACILITATED INSTALLATION AND  

HIGHER SERVICE-FRIENDLINESS.

NEW 1004 SERIES DLP® CUBES 
OPTIMIZED PRODUCT  
FOR MORE FLEXIBLE  
HANDLING

INTEGRATION OF  

ALL COMPONENTS

EC-1004 
SERIE

Single-Module-Design includes:
▪	 Projection Engine
▪ Colour Adjustment (internal ACT)
▪ Network Interface
▪ Input Box
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OPTIONAL 

WITH MULTI- 

TOUCH

Highest resolution, smooth and vivid images as well as lar-
ge-surface representation for digital signage-applications or 
the application behind and in front of the camera in TV stu-
dios: Those are the features of the new 85” Ultra HD-LC display 
with a refresh rate of 50/60 Hz and Ultra HD resolution of 
3.840 × 2.160 pixels. Through adjustable color temperature 
the display is ideal for applications in the broadcast sector. 
eyevis presents the new 85” Ultra HD display with 50/60 Hz of 
type EYE-LCD-8500-QHD-LD for the first time on 12 to 16 Sep-
tember 2014 at IBC in Amsterdam, booth 9B24.

50/60 Hz image frequency for optimal adjustment to broadcast re-
quirements as well as highest resolution, vivid images and brilliant 
colors for reliable 24/7 operation in digital-signage applications: All 
this offers the new 85” ultra HD display by eyevis. Tailored to the re-
quirements of professional application, the display can be directly 
synchronized with common studio formats, thanks to 50/60Hz image 
frequency. Moreover, it can be quickly adjusted to 3200° Kelvin color 
temperature, which is necessary for TV cameras.

Due to the high brightness level of 500 cd/m², a colour space of 100% 
NTSC, contrast of 3000:1 and the local-dimming feature, the display 
also offers best image characteristics for digital signage applications 
in bright ambient light conditions. Through high-quality components 
and a robust metal housing, the display is also suitable for reliable 
24/7 operation. Additionally, the display, through an OPS-compatible 
slot, can be equipped with a scaler that features a 3G HD-SDI interface. 
For digital-signage-applications the slot can be connected to a stan-
dard eyeProcessing-Unit. 

OPTIONALLY WITH MULTITOUCH-SURFACE 

The 85‘‘-display reaches its highest potential for broadcast and di-
gital-signage-applications with an optional infrared-based multi-
touch-system with six or 32 simultaneous touch-points. Here, the dis-
play is perfectly suitable for the visualization of interactive contents 
for information and group-interaction with several users. Through the 
high Ultra HD resolution the display provides clear images, even when 
viewers are only an arm’s length away.

4K WITH 50/60HZ:  
NEW 85''-ULTRA-  
HD-DISPLAY
EYEVIS PRESENTS NEW LARGE-FORMAT ULTRA HD DISPLAY FOR BROADCAST  

AND DIGITAL-SIGNAGE-APPLICATIONS FOR THE FIRST TIME AT IBC



On 12 to 16 September 2014 at IBC in 
Amsterdam at booth 9B24, eyevis pre-
sents novelties for demanding visuali-
zations in TV studios, direction rooms, 
post production and digital signage 
applications. 

The new 85” Ultra HD displays with 50/60 
Hz, the SLIM-Cubes with a depth of only 
455 mm, the high-quality LED modules with  
2 mm pixel pitch, the latest generation of 
eyevis preview monitors and the success-
ful omniSHAPES are specific to the require-
ments of the broadcast sector.

4K WITH 50/60HZ:  
NEW 85‘‘ ULTRA HD-DISPLAY 

Highest resolution and large-surface re-
presentation for the application behind 
and in front of the camera the new 85” Ultra 
HD-LC display with a refresh rate of 50/60 
Hz and Ultra HD resolution of 3.840 × 2.160 
pixels. Specific to the requirements in TV stu-
dios, the display with an image frequency of 
50/60 Hz can be adjusted to conventional 
studio frequencies. 

HIGH-RESOLUTION AND 
HIGH-QUALITY LED MODULES: 
SOPHISTICATED SOLUTIONS 
FOR DEMANDING TASKS

eyevis presents its high resolution and 
high-quality LED modules with a pixel pitch 
of only 2 mm. The high-quality LED modu-
les by eyevis convince through high-quality 
image processing and a precise mechanical 
concept which allows for smooth setup and 
accurate, gapless adjustment. 

EYEVIS SLIM CUBES:  
SUPER-SLENDER AND  
EASY TO SERVICE

Slimmer, faster to install and easier to ser-
vice: These are the features of the new 
Slim-rear projection-cubes by eyevis for the 
professional usage in control rooms and TV 
studios. With a depth of only than 455 mm, 
the new Slim-Cubes can be used in areas 
that were, due to space requirements, not 
suitable for rear projection cubes before. 

HIGH-BRIGHTNESS PREVIEW 
MONITORS FOR INDOOR AND 
OUTDOOR PRODUCTIONS

With the new EYE-LCD-1700-HB-BC-V2 and 
EYE-LCD-2100-HB-BC-V2 eyevis present the 
next generation of their portable preview 
monitors for broadcast applications with 
17” and 21” screen diagonal. Due to the 
high brightness of more than 1000 cd/m², 
high contrast and the full HD resolution 
with 1.920 × 1.080 pixels, the displays offer 
best image characteristics for preview re-
presentation of TV footage. 
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12 - 16 SEPTEMBER 2014

ULTRA HD-DISPLAYS WITH 50/60 HZ,  

HIGH-QUALIT Y LED-MODULES AND SUPER-SLENDER SLIM-CUBES

EYEVIS PRESENTS NOVELTIES FOR  
VISUALIZATION IN TV STUDIOS AT  

IBC 2014
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STINO eyevis SHOW HIGHLIGHTS

For the first time STiNO eyevis presents new product on the booth of 
eyesis GmbH. The German manufacturer of digital signage software 
for audiovisual communication solutions shows innovations for the 
control of multi touch displays and the central administration of di-
gital signage networks. The current version 7 of Ichannel-CMS provi-
des an intuitive and webbased content management system for the 
central administration of advertising displays, which are connected 
via intranet or internet. The multi touch software touchPromotor, 
which is also on the show, enables an easy build-up of interactive 
presentations for multi touch displays.

TERACUE SHOW HIGHLIGHTS

The streaming expert Teracue presents the new ICUE-PLAYOUT stre-
aming server at IBC. ICUE-PLAYOUT is a new compact 2RU appli-
ance for high-performance multi-signal streaming for SD, HD and 
4K signals. The server streams up to 4x 4K streams or 16x Full-HD 
1080p60/50 files simultaneously. Thus, the ICUE PLAYOUT is ideal 
to deliver IP-video streams into presentation and information ap-
plications, and is ideal for looping or scheduling single video files 
or complete playlists into digital signage players. Furthermore the 
ICUE-PLAYOUT is designed for secure and stable 24/7/365 operati-
on and enables High-performance playout for IPTV info channels, 
digital signage screens, advertisement displays and for IP-based 
video walls. It supports unicast or multicast streaming output. A 
new auto-upload function enables simple and quick import of new 
playout files.

In addition Teracue presents fully compatible streaming solutions for 
the eyeCON MetaWall 2.0 concept. The flagship ENC-300 hardware 
encoder series for HDSDI, HDMI/DVI signals, the DMM Gateway se-
ries for DVB/ASI-to-IP conversion including remultiplexing or its IPTV 
headend and the MC-SCREEN desktop screen encoder now can be 
integrated to eyeCON MetaWall 2.0 through a connection to stan-
dard IP networks. 

SHOW  

PREVIEW

IBC 2014

THE EYEVIS  
GROUP AT IBC
STREAMING- AND DIGITAL SIGNAGE SOLUTIONS

Additional to their new products eyevis for the first time pre-
sents innovations of their subsidiaries Teracue eyevis and  
STiNO eyevis at IBC. 
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Efficient and reliable visualization in 
control rooms: From the 23–26 Sep-
tember 2014 eyevis presents novelties 
at the Trade Fair Security in Essen in 
hall 1 at booth 412. Visitors will see: 
the new SLIM Cube and the innovative 
projection engine of the EC-1004 se-
ries, the eyeCON MetaWall 2.0 concept 
and the streaming solution eyeGATE 
as well as the netPIX 4900 graphics 
controller and the 84‘‘ ultra HD display 
with touch system.

NEWLY DEVELOPED  
PROJECTION ENGINES  
IMPROVE CUBE PERFORMANCE

In order to further expand the flexibility 
during installation and the service-friend-
liness of the eyevis cubes, eyevis for the new 
EC-1004 series relies on newly developed 
projection units in a single module design. 
The integration of all components in one 
housing not only allows for a simplified pro-
duct design, but the projector unit can now 
be removed from and inserted into the cube 
during installation and service in its entirety. 

LARGE-FORMAT 4K-ULTRA  
HD-TOUCH-DISPLAY FOR  
HIGH-RES VISUALIZATION

For interaction in conference rooms: With 
its ultra HD resolution of 3.840 × 2.160 pi-
xels and its infrared touch system with two, 
six or 32 simultaneous touch points the 
84”-touch-LCD of type EYE-LCD-8400-QHD-
LE-TOUCH(AG)-32IR provides best repre-
sentation of interactive display contents for 
information and interaction as well as extre-
mely sharp images, even when the user is 
only an arm’s length away from the display 
during touch-interaction. 

INTEGRATED IMAGE PROCES-
SING SYSTEM FOR INTELLI-
GENT NETWORKING OF VIDEO 
WALLS

The assembly of almost any extensible video 
wall installation and display networks on the 
basis of standard IP networks: eyevis pre-
sents its MetaWall 2.0 concept and the new 
display series of type EYE-LCD-5500-USN-
LD-FX-EPU with integrated image proces-

sing system at security. The concept enables 
an uncomplicated network architecture for 
signal transmission and the central control 
of video walls and single displays. Thanks 
to the innovative EPU displays with the in-
tegrated eyeProcessingUnit (EPU), a simple  
installation without connection of additional  
graphic controllers is possible. 

NEW NETPIX 4900 SETS  
STANDARDS FOR GRAPHIC 
CONTROLLERS

The new netPIX 4900 graphic controller sets 
performance standards for the operation of 
video walls and the signal transmission in 
this field. With new input and output cards, 
a new Switch-Fabric-Backplane and an opti-
mized housing concept the new netPIX 
4900 makes input and output processing of 
4K/ultra HD signals and the transmission of 
audio via HDMI possible. Moreover, main-
tainability and service have been improved 
which lowers downtimes

NOVELTIES FOR VISUAL I ZATION  
IN CONTROL ROOMS AT  
SECURITY ESSEN 

SHOW  

PREVIEW  

SECURITY 

2014
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ABOUT STINO EYEVIS GMBH

STiNO eyevis, a German manufacturer of digital  
signage software for audiovisual communication 
solutions, is offering intuitive web based content 
management software from stand-alone systems 
to dynamic digital signage networks to cloud  
based services. STiNO eyevis has a worldwide net-
work of certified partners. As one of the few pro-
viders, STiNO eyevis is capable to support diversi-
fied hardware platforms from PC to SoC systems 
running Windows, Android and Linux operating 
systems. Support for interactive applications via 
multi-touch displays and remote management pos-
sibilities via mobile devices such as smart phones 
or tablet computers complete the extensive range 
of solutions in the digital signage environment.

EYEVIS EXPANDS ARRAY OF INNOVATIVE COMPLETE SOLUTIONS THROUGH ACQUISITION OF 

THE MAJORIT Y STAKE OF THE BAVARIAN ENTERPRISE STINO MEDIA AG

eyevis acquires majority interest in 
STiNO Media AG from Landsberg am 
Lech. STiNO is a globally operating 
manufacturer of innovative digital  
s ignage sof tware solutions and,  
together with the sister company  
Stinova Ltd., will be transformed into 
the new STiNO eyevis GmbH. With the 
acquisition eyevis and STiNO bring to-
gether their resources in development 
and sales and set trends for high-qua-
lity hardware and software complete 
solutions in the digital signage sector.

“STiNO Media AG offers very innovative soft-
ware solutions for the operation of digital 
signage networks and the communication 
with interactive digital commercial displays. 
Those displays can be perfectly combined 
with our display solutions. Since eyevis 
wants to strengthen its competences in the 
growing digital signage market, we integra-
ted STiNO into our company group. Together 

as eyevis-Teracue-STiNO association we 
will be able to offer high-quality complete  
solutions for digital signage applications in 
the future”, Heiko Schaich, CEO of eyevis,  
explains the reasons for the acquisition.

“The acquisition is a win-win-situation for 
both companies”, emphasizes Franz Hinter-
mayr, founder and associate of STiNO Media 
AG and new managing director of STiNO 
eyevis GmbH. “eyevis provides us with new 
resources that help us to increase our sales 
activities and in this way better draw on our 
existing business potential nationally and in-
ternationally. Conversely, eyevis will be able 
to extend its product portfolio in the digital 
signage sector due to our support and offer 
complete packages of coordinated hard-
ware and software solutions.”

With the majority takeover of StiNO by  
eyevis, brand, name and patent rights as 
well as all employees and the management 

remain as before. “In this way customers 
of STiNO can be sure that the expertise of 
the company will be preserved and further  
developed”, Heiko Schaich explains. 

The acquisition of the majority stake of  
STiNO Media AG is another step in the 
growth strategy of eyevis GmbH with the 
goal of becoming the leading full-service 
provider of display and video wall systems 
for the areas of control rooms, presentation 
and information, broadcast as well as virtu-
al reality and simulation worldwide. Al ready 
in February of this year, eyevis therefore 
acquired the company Teracue from Odelz-
hausen, Bavaria.

EYEVIS  

DIGITAL 
SIGNAGE

ANYWHERE
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Customer oriented service for all products – following this 
motto the service department at eyevis see their work. Accor-
dingly, customers are considered as partners by the nine 
members of the team under the direction of Mr Dirk Ulrich, 
our new head of the service department, and his deputy  
Mr Ralf Bery. As partners for partners the closeness to the 
customers and their lasting satisfaction are put into focus.

The service department at eyevis is in charge of all kinds of service 
requests. When a service or repair request is received, it is redirected 
to the respective specialist of the single fields and product groups – 

LCD, cubes or displays – and processed in a solution oriented way. 
If for in-house repairs or on-site, the customer orientation and the 
prompt processing rank first for eyevis’ service team. Since type and 
extent of each request differ significantly, each service request is a 
new challenge that needs to be handled with professional know-
ledge and know-how. Only in this way short maintenance works and 
downtimes can be guaranteed for the customer. Due to the sophisti-
cated division of the work fields service and support each customer 
is provided with the solution that he needs – flexibly, individually 
and efficient. In the end the satisfied customer is decisive for the 
entire team. 

PARTNERS  
FOR  
PARTNERS

EYEVIS’ SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

PRESENT THEMSELVES
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eyevis HIGH-QUALITY  
LED MODULES CELEBRATE

SUCCESSFUL  
EUROPEAN  

PREMIERE  

Around 100 international guests and 
partners visited the in-house event 
for the European premiere of the new 
high- quality LED modules in the 
showroom of the Reutlingen-based 
eyevis company held on 9 and 10 July 
2014. In an informal atmosphere in-
tegrators, planners, architects and 
end-users from the fields of control 
room, presentation & Information, 
broadcast and VR & simulation made 
use of this opportunity to inspect the 
LED modules and further new pro-
ducts presented by eyevis at this  
year‘s InfoComm in Las Vegas. Some 
visitors even flew in from South  
Korea to attend the European pre-
miere of the new eyevis high-quality 
LED modules.

“ Through the camera, we see no Moiré  
effect”; noted a set designer for TV studios, 
after he had look through a professional Full-
HD broadcast camera especially installed for 
this purpose. The set designer had attended 
the event in order to obtain a comparison of 
different technologies for display systems in 
TV studios. 

“The aim of the event was to give visitors 
a presentation of the high-quality LED mo-
dules and our other new products as they 
would be used in their own applications. 
And this concept was very well received, as 
our customers were able to see the benefits 

they receive from products and their inno-
vative features for their specific application.”

In addition to the new high-quality LED 
modules, with the new SLIM cube version 
eyevis presented a further development of 
its rear-projection cubes. With a depth of 
only 455 mm for the 50-inch Full-HD version, 
front-side service access and easy-handling 
concept for installation and service this new 
product impressed the visitors. 

The eyeCON Metawall 2.0 concept for the 
configuration of virtually unlimited display 
systems based on standard IP networks was 
also received with great interest. In combi-
nation with the IPTV and video networking 
solutions from Teracue eyevis, such as the 
ICUE SERVER, the concept also allows syn-
chronous recording and playout of large 
numbers of IP video streams. 

Other innovations were the eyeDesign soft-
ware for the planning and operation of crea-
tive video wall configurations, a 84” Ultra-HD 
display with a multi-touch surface as a touch 
table solution, robust LED DLP projectors for 
motion simulators and a customized 47” LCD 
with special mechanics, anti-reflective pro-
tective glass and an integrated player. In ad-
dition, visitors could also test all other pro-
ducts from the eyevis portfolio in the areas 
of flat panel displays, rear projection cubes 
and omniSHAPES.

EYEVIS PRESENTS HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE  

OF ITS NOVELTIES FROM INFOCOMM SHOW

HANDS ON 

EYEVIS  

NOVELTIES
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CONTROL ROOMS  
& OPERATING CENTERS

Origin Energy, Control Room
Sydney, Australia
4×  NPX-4800 (Graphic Controller)

4×  NPX-4800-IPD32 (IP Decoder Unit)

1×  eyeCON® V5  

Premium Wall Management Software

French Ministry of Defence,  
DIRISI Control Room
Maisons-Lafitte, France
18×  EC-50-LXT (50“ XGA DLP® Cubes)

2×  NPX-4800 (Graphic Controller)

2×  eyeCON® V5  

Premium Wall Management Software

Fire Department Münster,  
Crisis Control Centre
Münster, Germany
6×  EYE-LCD-5500-M-USN-LD  

(55“ Video Wall LCD)

1×  NPX-4800 (Graphic Controller)

4×  NPX-4800-IPD32 (IP Decoder Unit)

1×  eyeCON® V5  

Basic Wall Management Software  

(incl. Capture)

Merseyside Police Department, CCTV 
Control Room
Liverpool, United Kingdom
3×  NPX-4800-PLUS (Graphic Controller)

5×  NPX-4800-IPD32 (IP Decoder Unit)

2×  eyeCON® V5  

Basic Wall Management Software  

(incl. Capture)

ICT Data Centre Najoo
Network Operations Centre
Seoul, South Korea
25×  EC-50-LSXT+ (50“ SXGA+ DLP® Cubes)

1×  NPX-4800-PLUS (Graphic Controller)

1×  eyeCON® V5  

Basic Wall Management Software

TAURON Polska Energia S.A.,  
Energy Control Room
Gliwice, Poland
10×  EC-70-LSXT+-1000  

(70“ SXGA+ DLP® Cubes)

Axpo Hydro Surselva AG,  
Energy Control Room  
Tavanasa, Switzerland
6×  EC-60-LHD-1000 (60“ Full-HD DLP® Cubes)

1×  NPX-4800-LC (Graphic Controller)

1×  eyeCON® V5  

Lite Wall Management Software

Renenergia AG, Control Room Waste 
Incineration Plant
Perlen, Switzerland
8×  EYE-LCD-5500-M-USN-LD (55“ Video Wal LCD)

1×  NPX-4800 (Graphic Controller)

1×  eyeCON® V5 Basic Wall Management 

Software (incl. MultiWalls)

PRESENTATION  
& INFORMATION

Science and Technology Centre 
(Archimedes Exhibitions GmbH)
Ostrava, Czech Republic
28×  EYE-LCD-4600-LE-700 (46” LCD Monitor)

4×  EYE-LCD-5500-LE-700 (55” LCD Monitor)

Marc Cain GmbH, Headquarters
Bodelshausen, Germany
1×  EYE-LCD-5500-LE-EPU (55” LCD in 

customized colour with OPS module)

The Bank of New York Mellon 
Corporation, Trading Floor
New York, USA
82×  omniSHAPES (flexible DLP® Rear-Projection 

Units)

Mecca Royal Hotel Clock Tower,  
Video Wall for Presentations
Mecca, Saudi Arabia
9×  EYE-LCD-5500-M-USN-LD  

(55“ Video Wall LCD)

Soundcloud (Social Sound Platform),
Berlin, Germany
9×  EYE-LCD-4600-M-USN-LD -700  

(46“ Video Wall LCD)

AOK (Public Health Insurance Company)
Ravensburg, Germany
2×  EYE-LCD-8000-LE-700 (80” LCD Monitor)

BROADCAST

Südwestrundfunk (Public TV Station for 
South-West Germany), Production
Stuttgart, Germany
4×  EYE-LCD-2100-HB-BC  

(21“ High Brightness Production Monitor)

VIRTUAL REALITY  
& SIMULATION

AMST-Systemtechnik GmbH,  
Human Training Centrifuge
Ranshofen, Austria
3×  ESP-LWXT-1000 (WUXGA DLP® 

Projectors)

3×  openWARP2-LC Image Processing Units
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12. – 16.09. 2014 

IBC, Amsterdam 

 

22. – 26.09.2014 

Security, Essen 

 

23. – 25.09.2014 

ABB Forum, Heidelberg

29. – 31.10.2014 

ISRussia, Moscow

 

 

25. – 27.11.2014

PMR Expo, Cologne

01. – 04.12.2014 

ITSEC, Orlando 

Visit our exhibition booth and get to know more 

about our array of products. The eyevis emplo-

yees on-site inform you about the possibilities 

that eyevis offers you. Additionally you can have 

a look at our exhibits and to assure yourself of 

the high image quality. 

If you want to arrange an appointment to get 

individual information on our exhibition stand at 

a specific time, just let us know in advance. Send 

your preferred date at marketing@eyevis.de or 

call us at Telephone +49 (0) 71 21 - 4 33 03-0. 

eyevis GmbH
Hundsschleestrasse 23

72766 Reutlingen
Germany

Tel.: +49 (0) 71 21 - 4 33 03-0 
Fax: +49 (0) 71 21 - 4 33 03-22 

Web: www.eyevis.com 
E-Mail: info@eyevis.de

EYEVIS EXHIBITION PREVIEW


